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IEEE Technical Committee on Learning Technology

About
IEEE Technical Committee on Learning Technology (TCLT) has been founded on the premise that emerging technology has the potential to dramatically improve learning. The purpose of this technical committee is to contribute to the field of Learning Technology and to serve the needs of professionals working in this field. Technical Committee on Learning Technology (TCLT) has initiated a number of activities to promote research and development of Advanced Learning Technologies. These activities foster collaboration among academic and professional communities.

Objectives
Main aims for Technical Committee on Learning Technology (TCLT) are the following:

- Provide a forum for exchange of ideas among interested practitioners, researchers, developers, maintainers, users and students in the Learning Technology field.
- Promote and facilitate the sharing of ideas, techniques, standards, and experiences between TCLT members for more effective use of Learning Technology.
- Conduct workshops, conferences, and other meetings to advance both the state-of-the-art and the state-of-the-practice of Learning Technology.
- Publish and distribute among its members, and other IEEE-CS parties, newsletters, proceedings, standards proposals, and other appropriate material on a non-profit basis.
- Provide professional development opportunities for members in Learning Technology and related technologies.
- Foster other activities for the advancement of the Learning Technology field and the interests of TCLT membership within the scope of TCLT’s charge under the rules of the IEEE-CS, including cooperating with other groups in joint activities and projects.

Join & Participate / Membership

Regular Member
Membership in IEEE TCLT is open to all Computer Society members with an interest and/or a professional record in Learning Technology. IEEE TCLT can be joined by completing IEEE Membership registration process and then simply go to the IEEE TECA website and login with your IEEE web account to subscribe “TCLT - Technical Committee on Learning Technology”. IEEE TCLT members, who are also IEEE members, are entitled to all the benefits IEEE membership provides, including reduced membership registration rates for all TCLT sponsored conferences (such as ICALT, DIGITEL, WMUTE and T4E conferences), IEEE Spectrum magazine subscription, myIEEE member portal access, IEEE Xplore Digital Library discounts and IEEE Mentoring Connection. For more details on the benefits of joining IEEE membership, please refer to: http://www.ieee.org/membership_services/membership/benefits/index.html.

Participating Member
To join now as TCLT Participating Member (at no cost), fill out the on-line form (https://cima.computer.org/TECA_Login.htm) available at the IEEE Computer Society’s online application for managing and tracking Technical Committee Activities and Membership. Individuals who are not Computer Society members are allowed to join the IEEE TCLT.

Discussion Lists
Anyone may subscribe to the following list, even without joining Technical Committee on Learning Technology. LEARNING TECHNOLOGY - Bulletin of the Technical Committee on Learning Technology To subscribe, send the message: subscribe LEARNING-TECHNOLOGY to listserv@ieee.org

Benefits of joining in IEEE membership
- IEEE Spectrum magazine subscription;
- myIEEE member portal access;
- IEEE Xplore Digital Library discounts;
- IEEE Mentoring Connection;
- Access individual Society memberships and subscriptions;
- Connect with local IEEE Sections and volunteer leadership;
- Find upcoming conferences and member discounts;

TCLT Sponsored Events
- IEEE International Conference on Advanced Learning Technology
- IEEE International Conference on Technology for Education
- IEEE International Conference on Wireless, Mobile and Ubiquitous Technologies in Education
- IEEE International Conference on Digital Game and Intelligent Toy Enhanced Learning

Publications
- Bulletin of the Technical Committee on Learning Technology (ISSN 2306-0212 ) Publisher: Technical Committee on Learning Technology

To Learn more, visit TCLT Website:
http://www.ieeeetclt.org/